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Introduction

Although the indications for endoscopic procedures have increased in recent times, there are also some limitations. This review discusses the practical points to prevent and treat complications in microendoscopic spine surgery.

Abstract

Introduction Although the indications for endoscopic procedures have increased in recent times, there are also some limitations. This review discusses the practical points to prevent and treat complications in microendoscopic spine surgery.

Material and Methods A literature search was conducted for the relevant articles after a topic search on PubMed, Google Scholar, and Medline. The review is based on the experience of 1,574 spinal endoscopic procedures performed by the senior author.

Results Advantages of endoscopic surgery include better visualization, panoramic vision, and the ability to work around corners. Limitations with endoscopic procedures include proximal blind areas, obstruction in instrument handling due to a narrow corridor, disorientation, frequent lens fogging, loss of depth perception, and difficulty in achieving hemostasis, leading to complications and longer operative time during the learning curve.

Conclusion Surgeons need to learn endoscopic skills in addition to microsurgical ones to perform microendoscopic procedures properly. Attending live workshops, watching operative videos, visiting various departments, watching an experienced and accomplished endoscopic surgeon, proper case selection, a multidisciplinary team approach, practicing on models, hands-on cadaveric workshops, laboratory training, and simulators can improve results and shorten the learning curve.
## Table 1  Surgical spinal procedures and related complications or problems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Endoscopic spine surgeries</th>
<th>Complications or problems during surgery, no. of patients (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lumbar disk (n = 970)</td>
<td>Minor dural punctures: 12 (1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facet injury: 5 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Postoperative diskitis: 5 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recurrence: 4 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Persistent paresthesia: 3 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Root prolapse: 2 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Root injury: 2 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conversion to open surgery: 2 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lumbar canal stenosis (n = 87)</td>
<td>Minor dural punctures: 5 (5.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Persistent paresthesia: 3 (3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facet injury: 2 (2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Root prolapse: 1 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Postoperative diskitis: 1 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Root injury: 1 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intradural extramedullary spine tumor (n = 42)</td>
<td>CSF leak: 1 (2.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Difficulty in dural repair: all patients (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior partial corpectomy for cervical myelopathy (n = 27)</td>
<td>Bleeding from epidural vessels: 7 (25.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blind area and difficulty in bimanual dissection in limited space: 27 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcervical approach for atlantoaxial dislocation (n = 23)</td>
<td>Difficulty due to oblique angle: 3 (13.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transoral approach for atlantoaxial dislocation (n = 68)</td>
<td>CSF leak: 1 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior approach for cervical disk (n = 222)</td>
<td>Minor bleeding from epidural vessels: 16 (7.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transient difficulty in swallowing: 2 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incomplete decompression: 2 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Esophageal injury: 1 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temporary CS root paresis: 1 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temporary hoarseness of voice: 1 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior cervical approach for multilevel compression (n = 91)</td>
<td>Minor bleedings from epidural vessels: 5 (5.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minor dural tear: 2 (5.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS5 root injury: 2 (5.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arnold-Chiari malformation without syringomyelia (n = 31)</td>
<td>CSF leak: 1 (3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hydrocephalus: 1 (3.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posterior cervical approach for facet hypertrophy (n = 13)</td>
<td>Minor bleeding: 2 (15.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: CSF, cerebrospinal fluid.

---

### General Principles in Microendoscopic Spine Surgery

The abdomen should be free to avoid venous bleeding. Light cable, suction tube, and camera cable should be properly tied so they do not come into the field during the surgery. The endoscope can be damaged due to poor handling during surgery or by a running drill that can be avoided by shielding it with a sheath. The endoscope should be held from the eye piece side. The endoscope can be damaged by lifting it from the tip side, especially when it is attached to a camera. The endoscope should be stationed at the corner and as far away as possible from the surgical target to avoid an obstruction in instrument manipulation. The endoscope should be retracted when an instrument is introduced to avoid accidental injury to the structures. The side rail of the table, where the endoscope holder is attached, should not be loose. Instruments should fit properly in the working channel of the endoscopic system.

The tissue to be removed should be moved to the sides (cranial, caudal, medial, or lateral). It should not be pulled toward the endoscope tip to avoid soiling of the lens tip and blinding of vital structures (such as nerve, vessel, dura mater, etc.) in the bed of the tissue.

### Proper Endoscopic Instruments

There should be a proper selection of instruments. A slender instrument with a single limb is better because it occupies less space. Proper functioning of the instruments should be checked (e.g., scissor should open smoothly without any jerking) before surgery. Instrument tip should be slightly curved to allow better visualization. Round shaft instruments are preferred rather than flat ones. Instruments with a precision grip are preferred compared with a power grip for better control in microendoscopic surgery. Straight instruments are preferred to a bayonet shape. The proper length of an instrument (preferably as short a length as possible) is better for precision. Dual-use instruments that, for example, can perform suction and coagulation, or suction and irrigation, or drilling and irrigation simultaneously can be very helpful in difficult situations like working in a narrow space.

### Bimanual Dissection

Bimanual surgical techniques are better than one-handed procedures. Bimanual dissection makes tissue dissection, retraction, drilling, achieving hemostasis, and cutting easier. These bimanual techniques are hard to achieve in some situations such as when the surgeon is holding the endoscope or when there is only one working channel in the endoscopic set. The surgeon can use an endoscope holder or ask the assistant to hold the endoscope to circumvent this limitation.

### Proper Adjustment of the Operative Table Height and Use of a Platform

Although height adjustment is possible in most tables, use of a platform can be complementary. Proper height adjustment...
allows surgery to be performed without shoulder abduction that can cause fatigue and physiologic tremors during surgery.\textsuperscript{16–18} Use of a platform or a lower position of the table also allows observation of the operative area and permits introduction of the instrument in the blind area when an endoscope holder is used.\textsuperscript{17}

**Differences between Endoscopic and Microsurgical Techniques**

Endoscopy has advantages such as better illumination, small incision, and improved visualization, especially in the corners; however, there are some difficulties associated with it compared with microscopy.\textsuperscript{15} Straight instruments are preferred in endoscopic technique compared with the bayonet shape in a microscopic one.\textsuperscript{17} There may be an obstruction in instrument manipulation when the endoscope is placed at the center. In such situations, the surgical field is kept in the corner in the endoscopic procedure, whereas it is in the center in microscopic surgery.\textsuperscript{17} There is a need to create extra space to station an endoscope in an already limited surgical space in microendoscopic surgery, whereas in microscopic surgery, the whole space is available for manipulation of the instrument.\textsuperscript{17} Other limitations of endoscopic surgery compared with microscopic ones include a blind area (space proximal to lens tip) and a possibility of disorientation due to accidental rotation of the camera.\textsuperscript{15–17} The surgeon should learn to overcome these difficulties for a better clinical outcome in endoscopic procedures.

**Magnification**

High magnification is preferred in most endoscopic surgeries for better visualization.\textsuperscript{16,17} Lower magnification is required for an overview of anatomy and orientation.\textsuperscript{16} This can be achieved by using the zoom function or by moving the scope away from the area of interest. The anatomy should be identified first by inspecting the surrounding structures (medial, lateral, anterior, and posterior relations) before starting the procedure. Proper knowledge of anatomy is very important because most of the time only a small portion of a structure is seen.\textsuperscript{15} Neuronaviga-

**Orientation and Position of the Camera**

Camera orientation should be checked by anterior, posterior, and side-to-side movements before the procedure.\textsuperscript{15,16} Camera head (buttons) should be toward the monitor so the image orientation is the same as seen in open surgery.\textsuperscript{17} The camera can rotate during surgery causing disorientation and should be checked frequently for proper orientation throughout the surgery.

**Straight versus Triangular Arrangement**

Visualization of the surgical target and instruments is good when there is a triangular arrangement.\textsuperscript{15–17} Distal instru-
Rotation of the Kerrison punch allows good visualization of the biting part and the lamina (Fig. 3, upper image).

Proper Planning of the Size and Site of an Incision

Proper size of the incision should be planned at the beginning of the surgery. A large incision has a disadvantage in spine endoscopic surgery, especially when performed without an endoscope holder. Proper size of an incision keeps the system snugly fit and stable even when it is unsupported, and it also helps reduce oozing by the tamponade effect of the tubular retractor. The site of an incision should be planned properly. The trajectory should be in such a way that the angle of approach is perpendicular to the surgical target. If there is excessive angulation, soft tissues tend to protrude inside the retractor causing difficulty in surgery. The second option (microscope) should be ready if it is difficult to perform endoscopic surgery.

Proper Position of the Endoscope

Proper position of the endoscope is essential to prevent obstruction in the instrument movements. The endoscope needs to be placed as far away as possible and at the corner of the operative field to prevent obstruction in instrument handling. It is desirable to make a triangular arrangement between the scope, the surgical target, and the instrument, as explained earlier. When a straight arrangement cannot be avoided (in a narrow and deep space) (Figs. 4 and 5), such as in partial corpectomy for cervical myelopathy, the distal instrument is not visualized. In such a situation the distally intended instrument (suction in the top line of Fig. 5) cannot be introduced due to nonvisualization caused by the presence of the Kerrison punch between the endoscope and the suction. In such settings, the distal instrument (suction) should be introduced first (middle line of Fig. 5), should consciously be kept at that depth in the blind area, and followed by an introduction of the Kerrison punch in between the suction and the endoscope (Fig. 5 the bottom line). Using this trick, one can continue to remove bone in the oozing field even when all three instruments are in a straight line (Fig. 5). As another option, the endoscope can be placed in the center and the instruments (the Kerrison punch and the suction) can be passed from either side of the scope (Fig. 6).

Fig. 3 The foot plate of the Kerrison punch has two parts: (A) free end and (B) part attached to the shaft. The arrangement shown at the top allows good visualization of both parts of the punch and the lamina. Rotation of punch as shown at the bottom does not permit visualization of the free end (a part: cutting part of the Kerrison punch) and the part of the lamina (C) due to the straight line arrangement.

Fig. 4 Visualization at the bottom of the partial corpectomy is not possible when the endoscope is in the first or second locations (A). It is better when an endoscope is placed at the third or fourth positions (B). It is not possible to introduce the Kerrison punch (K) due to nonvisualization when suction (S) is already placed between the endoscope (T) and the punch (C). Suction (S) should first be introduced at a more distal site in the operative field, and the Kerrison punch should be advanced after that (D).
Hand Support

Hands should be properly supported during surgery for good precision. An unsupported hand can increase physiologic tremors and could give rise to fatigue, especially during a long surgery. Routine hand support devices used in microsurgery may not be suitable for microendoscopic operations. Gentle hand support on the endoscopic sheath or surrounding structures can be a great help.

Use of Precision Grip and Avoidance of Power Grip

Precision grip is preferred over power grip in endoscopic surgery. There is no hand support in a power grip, and there is involvement of long muscles and multiple joints that results in less precision. Precision grip permits hand support and use of intrinsic muscles of the thumb and index finger that helps in controlled movements during the surgery. It is reasonable to have a power grip in a Kerrison punch because the desired function of this instrument needs power. But some instruments are poorly designed, unfortunately, and they are too long for a power grip design, for example, fine scissors. If the power grip is unavoidable, the precision grip should be added with the other hand. A quiet hand technique should be used where the ulnar side of the hand is well supported. The muscles of the arm should be quiet with the least number of motor units of thumb and index finger in use.

Poor Visualization during Microendoscopic Surgery and How to Overcome This Limitation

Poor vision in endoscopic surgery could be due to lens staining by blood, bone dust, fluid, or any tissue. For example, high humidity in the air medium, a damaged endoscope, and an out-of-focus camera can be responsible for poor image quality. Povidone-iodine scrub and Savlon (GlaxoSmithKline, Mumbai, India) are very effective anti-fogging agents. The lens tip can be cleaned by the mechanical method or by using various commercially available lens cleaners that clean the endoscope tip quickly without causing any interruption in the procedure. The Clearvision II system from Karl Storz (Tuttlingen, Germany) and InstaClear lens cleaner from Olympus are a few examples. The lens cleaner sheath attached on the endoscope can be easily autoclaved. Saline irrigation and removal of liquid drops from the lens tip by the suction is also an effective manual cleaning technique. An improper connection from the endoscope to the monitor may be responsible for poor image quality. The endoscope should be directed toward the area of interest. For example, if the surgical field is toward the cranial side of the operative field, the endoscope should be angulated cranially. The sword-fighting effect (the instrument is pointing in one direction and the endoscope in the opposite direction) can lead to poor image quality and instrument collision and should be avoided. The straight arrangement of the endoscope, instruments, and the target tissue should be avoided as explained earlier.

Unwanted tissue in front of the endoscope lens can impair proper visualization. Slight withdrawal of the endoscope away from the obstructive tissue, retraction or removal of the obstructing tissue, suctioning of humid air, and proper focusing can improve visualization.
**Table 2** Causes of poor visualization and steps to improve it

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Causes of poor visualization</th>
<th>How to improve visualization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Blood, bone dust, drop of fluid, and tissue staining the lens tip                           | 1. Anti-fogging agents, commercially available lens cleaner, or manual irrigation by saline and suction  
2. Bone dust staining of lens can be avoided by keeping endoscope as far away as possible, using comparatively larger size endoscope and by zooming  
3. Intermittent irrigation in between the short period of drilling                           |
| Improper connection from endoscope to the monitor and damaged lens                         | Proper connection; protect endoscope by sheath                                                |
| Endoscope out of focus                                                                      | Proper focusing                                                                               |
| Unwanted tissue in front of the endoscope lens                                              | Remove or retract tissue; move endoscope                                                     |
| Excessive moisture content in the air medium                                                 | Suction of humid air                                                                          |
| Straight arrangement                                                                        | Triangular arrangement                                                                       |
| Endoscope in wrong (opposite) direction                                                      | Direction of the endoscope toward the object                                                  |
| Difficulty in visualization of the instrument tip                                            | Use angled-tip instrument or introduce instrument at some angle                              |
| Pulling tissue toward the endoscope                                                         | Move tissue to the side (cranial, caudal, medial, or lateral). Do not pull toward the endoscope |
| Disorientation due to the camera rotation during the surgery                                | Keep checking the orientation during the surgery                                              |
| Bleeding                                                                                    | 1. Prevent bleeding  
2. Avoid large and vascular lesions  
3. Working in air media is better for visualization of bleeding point and for coagulation     |

Limited Space for Instrument Manipulation

Instrument manipulations can be difficult because some space is utilized by the endoscope in an already narrow area. The endoscope itself can obstruct instrument handling in microendoscopic surgery (Table 3). Utilization of slender shaft instruments is better because such devices occupy less space. Instrument handling during surgery can be difficult when the endoscope is close to the surgical target. The endoscope and instruments should be...
pointed in the same direction to avoid sword fighting, which will help use the limited space adequately.

Suturing is difficult in microendoscopy due to the narrow space, and to circumvent this, a rotation maneuver can be performed. It is sometimes difficult to introduce the instrument in a limited space even after stationing an endoscope at the corner of an operative corridor and also after keeping the endoscope as far away as possible from the surgical target. In such a situation, the instrument should be advanced first toward the required target, and then the endoscope should follow in the available space. The angled-tip instrument is better to reach to the extreme corner of the operative field as compared with the straight tip tool.

**Endoscopic Blind Spot**

Although there are advantages such as better visualization and panoramic view in endoscopic surgery, it also has a limitation due to an inability to see the pathway proximal to the endoscope tip. There is a danger that the instruments or the side of the endoscope can damage structures in the blind area (Table 4). Endoscopic surgeons should train themselves to remove an endoscope with the insertion of each new instrument. This problem can be handled by visualization of the instrument directly by the naked eye in the blind area until it appears in the endoscopic view.

**Control of Bleeding**

Control of bleeding can be a challenge, especially in a fluid media in which small amounts of blood can disturb proper visualization. It is better to use the tamponade effect to control bleeding, using gentle pressure on the hemorrhagic point by the instrument that is already there in the field and avoiding removal of the existing tool and bringing the cautery forceps. Copious irrigation and intermittent blocking of irrigation fluid allows visualization of the bleeding point and helps achieve hemostasis. Liquid media can be converted into air media (by suctioning of fluid) if it is difficult to see a bleeding point. Visualization of a bleeding point and cauterization of the vessel is comparatively easy in air media. Application of cotton patties can stop bleeding. If point and cauterization of the vessel is comparatively easy in endoscopic view.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Causes of nonvisualization</th>
<th>Steps to overcome this limitation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Endoscopic blind spot</strong> The pathway between the skin and the endoscope tip is not visualized</td>
<td>• Remove the endoscope with the insertion of each new instrument and follow instrument into the field under direct endoscopic visualization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Visualize instrument directly by the naked eye in the operative field; intermittently look at monitor and the instrument when it is present in the blind area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Avoid side movement, especially when endoscope has passed through a narrow opening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal object is not visualized when endoscope and the other objects are in a straight line</td>
<td>• Move endoscope or object/instrument in such a way that the arrangement becomes triangular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Keep endoscope in between the instrument and the surgical target</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4** Causes of endoscopic blind spot and nonvisualization

bleeding can be controlled by a microscope or an exoscope, especially when a tubular retractor is used.

**Prevention of Dural Tear**

There is an increased risk of a dural tear and cerebrospinal fluid leak while addressing the contralateral compression in severe spinal canal stenosis. Proper case selection helps prevent the dural injury, especially during the initial learning curve, and by keeping the ligamentum flavum intact until all bony work is finished. Both 45- and 90-degree Kerrison punches should be used for removal of the cranial and caudal lamina, respectively. Using an eggshell drilling technique is preferred for lamina, and then the thinned-out lamina can be removed. Proper drilling technique should be used. Drilling should be parallel to or away from the dura mater. Use of a dural guard in a drill or bone shaver can avoid injury to the dura mater. Utilization of Abgel (Sri Gopal Krishna Labs Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai, India) or bone wax (no cotton patties) between the lamina and dura helps avoid injury to the dura mater during the drilling.

Stepwise surgery for removal of the lamina by the Kerrison punch should be performed. Steps should involve (1) separation of the dura and nibbling of a small part of the bone, (2) partial retraction of the tip of the Kerrison punch, and (3) final removal of the nibbled piece of the bone. But if the nibbled bone is removed in a single stroke, the dura may be caught and get injured.

Bone or ligament should be removed under good visualization with the help of a rotation technique. Pulling of the part of the bone or ligament toward the lens tip is not desirable because it prevents proper visualization of the underlying dura that may have been caught in the Kerrison punch bite. Excision of the opposite-side protruded lumbar disk tissue from the contralateral side can cause dural injury. The protruded disk fragment should be pushed in the disk space (using a 90-degree angled instrument under the dura mater) that can then be removed from the ipsilateral side.

**Dural Repair**

Dural suturing in a limited area is a formidable task in endoscopic surgery. Rotation of the needle holder is preferred...
over a linear movement because of the constrained space. The first knot can be preplaced at the end of the suture to avoid wasting time tying the knot. A loop for suturing can be performed inside the endoscopic field with the help of a needle holder and the suction tip. The loop can also be made outside, which can be carried inside the endoscopic field with the help of the needle holder. Although a specialized endoscopic suturing tool such as the Covidien endo-suturing instrument is available, it is not suitable in the present form in neurosurgery due to its big size.

### Drilling

Proper drilling techniques were mentioned earlier. A gentle paintbrush technique should be used without any force. The drill should be removed only when it is fully stopped to prevent injury to the vital structures and the scope.

### Learning Curve

Endoscopic surgeries are associated with a steep learning curve. The views of endoscopic images are often different, leading to confusion when compared with the microscopic technique, especially during the evolution from microscopic to endoscopic procedures. The surgeon needs to acquire special endoscopic skills for the transition from the microscopic procedure to endoscopic ones. The endoscopic surgeon needs to overcome many obstacles (two-dimensional visualization, more operative time, control of bleeding, difficulty in instrument manipulation in a limited space, problems associated with the blind area, etc.) to perform effective endoscopic surgeries.

The learning curve of the transforaminal approach is steep but easy to achieve, whereas for the interlaminar approach it is flat but hard to master. There is usually more operative time, higher technical failures, and increased recurrences in the early part of the learning curve in the endoscopic transforaminal approach. A learning curve of ~ 72 cases was needed to reach 90% good/excellent results in the Morgenstern et al series. The surgeons’ training level is an important factor for clinical

### Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Limitations</th>
<th>Steps to prevent complications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| CSF leak: More common in severe canal stenosis, large central or extruded disk, dealing with opposite-side pathology | • Simple case selection in the beginning  
• Keep ligamentum flavum intact until all bony work is finished  
• Use 45-degree Kerrison punch for cranial and 90 degrees for caudal work  
• Partially retract Kerrison punch and hold proximal part of nibbled bone or ligament  
• Drill away from dura matter or parallel to it  
• Dura guard, bone shaver  
• Eggshell drilling technique  
• Patties, Abgel, bone wax between bone and the dura  
• Hold bone or ligament under proper visualization using rotation technique of the Kerrison punch |
| Difficulties in drilling: Frequent soiling of the lens by bone dust or fluid | • Intermittent irrigation in between the short period of drilling and using lower revolutions  
• Keeping suction near drill  
• Using comparatively large-diameter endoscope with longer focal length |
| Causes of steep learning curve: | • Simple case selection in the beginning of the learning curve  
• Practice on models  
• Multidisciplinary team approach  
• Cadaveric dissection  
• Live operative workshop  
• Laboratory training  
• Simulators |

---

**Fig. 7** Steps for removal of the lamina by the Kerrison punch. (A, B) The piece of bone is disconnected from the rest of the lamina. The nibbled piece should be released from the Kerrison punch. (C) Punch should be slightly withdrawn, and then the detached piece should be held from a proximal site and removed.

---
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success in the endoscopic technique. Better clinical results are observed from a well-trained surgeon. Jhala et al observed more technical problems and complications (duralotum or nerve injury) during the first 25 cases of 100 patients. Dural tear (n = 6 cases [12%]), facet injury (n = 2 cases [4%]), root injury (n = 1 case [2%]), and conversion to open surgery (n = 1 case [2%]) were more frequent in the initial of 50 patients in the Yadav et al series, whereas there was only one dural tear and no facet or root injury in the last 350 cases.

In another study, the learning curve of microendoscopic technique in lumbar canal stenosis was analyzed for a single surgeon. Operative time reduced gradually, and the blood loss was stabilized after 30 surgeries. However, intraoperative complications were observed even after attaining mastery of this technique. In the Kim et al study, the operative time plateaued after 20 and 19 cases for ligament flavum and lamina resection, respectively. In other research, 25 to 30 cases were needed to reach the learning curve in microendoscopic discectomy (MED). Even during this initial learning period, MED was a safe procedure.

A steady state of the learning curve with respect to operation time was achieved after 40 operations for surgery 1 and after 16 surgeries for surgery 2 in the Joswig et al series. Although complications did not negatively affect the long-term outcome in patients who underwent surgery before or after the learning phase, guidance under an experienced surgeon reduced the learning curve. The higher rate of conversions, complications, recurrent lumbar disk herniations, and a steep learning curve should be considered before a surgeon takes up endoscopic spine surgery.

The learning curve can be shortened by using a multidisciplinary team approach, simple case selection in the beginning, cadaveric dissections, practice on models, laboratory training, simulators, and attending live operative workshops. The development of a formal program and a peer-review board for endoscopic spine surgery is advisable to achieve the minimum standard and technical skills.

**Complications**

Overall complications were 3.6% and 13.8% in lumbar disk surgery and lumbar canal stenosis, respectively, in our series. Complications varied from 3.6% to 21% in various series in lumbar disk surgery. Complications in the MED group (8.1%) were comparable with microdiscectomy (9.8%). The rate of complications, length of hospital stay, return to daily activities, and overall patient satisfaction were comparable in MED and conventional discectomy in the study by Anichini et al. Overall, 21% of patients developed complications (a significant number were minor ones) in the Jhala et al series. This included open conversion (1%) for suspected root damage, perioperative facet damage (5%), minor dural punctures (7%), recurrence requiring reoperation (3%), persistent paresthesia (1%), and postoperative diskitis (4%). Overall complications were 12.5% in the Kim et al series that included dural tear (n = 3 cases [6.2%]), conversion to open surgery (n = 1 [2.1%]), and a requirement for transfemoral lumbar interbody fusion after the procedure (n = 2 [4.2%]). Surgical indication and experience of the surgeon were crucial factors in determining the ultimate outcome.

We suggest a timely conversion to the microscopic procedure to prevent and treat complications especially during the initial learning curve.

**Recurrence Rates**

Rate of recurrent/residual compression is the most debated topic, and the results are extremely variable. It related to the selection of cases, level of training of the surgeon, and publication bias in the Anichini et al series. The rate of recurrence/residual was higher in MED, compared with the open technique in the initial part of the learning curve. Although the recurrence rate varied from 0.4% to 10% in various series, it was between 2% and 10% in most of the reported series. There were four recurrences (0.4%) in MED in our series. In another large series, two recurrences (0.5%) were observed of 400 treated patients. There were four cases (4%) of recurrence in the Jhala et al series. Of these, three patients (3%) required a reoperation.

On the contrary, a 10% recurrence was reported in 344 patients in the Matsumoto et al series. Kulkarni et al and Sencer et al reported 1.5% and 5% recurrences of a total of 188 and 163 patients, respectively. Joswig et al reported a high recurrence rate of 28% in MED, which they hypothesized was due to the younger age of the patients and longer follow-up. Hsu et al reported a total of 10.5% recurrence or residual disk (recurrent disk in 2/57 cases [3.5%]) and a residual disk in 4 of 57 cases (7%). Choi et al compared transfemoral and interlaminar endoscopic discectomy and found the recurrence rate to be 3.3% in the former and 6.7% in the latter, although the patient selection was different between them. After attaining adequate experience, most of the microendoscopic series reported comparable recurrence rates with the open ones.

**Publication Bias**

Publication bias in this review may have occurred if the original literature was compromised by biased publications. Studies are more likely to be published if they have positive findings and can collect more citations for the journal. Publication bias may occur due to poor study design, inconsistency in reporting, and imprecision.

**Training in Endoscopic Surgery**

Good endoscopic training is needed to prevent complications and for a better clinical outcome. In the beginning, simple cases should be selected to prevent complications. There is usually less opportunity for a young neurosurgeon to get trained in endoscopy during routine operative hours. The surgeon should spend more time in laboratories for training. Learning by cadaveric dissection is best but difficult due to a shortage of cadavers. Models and simulators can be good alternatives for training, but these are often very costly. Indigenous and inexpensive models can be used for developing skills like dissection, hand-eye coordination, cutting,
and suturing in a limited space.\textsuperscript{47,48} Surgical gloves, papaya, silicate tubes, capsicum, low-cost commercially available camera and a LED light source, and a popsicle stick for lamina simulation can be used for endoscopic training.\textsuperscript{47} The surgeon can practice endoscopy using simple and inexpensive models.\textsuperscript{47} A 0- and 30-degree endoscopic view can be obtained by angulating the camera for training.\textsuperscript{48} An endoscope system (video teleoscopic operating monitor) can also be used as a bridge for learning endoscopy.\textsuperscript{49}

**Conclusion**

The surgeon needs to learn endoscopic skills in addition to the microsurgical ones to prevent complications and for good outcomes. The complications are more in the initial part of the learning curve that can be shortened by attending live workshops, understanding endoscopic anatomy, proper case selection, practicing on cadavers or models, and watching operative videos and experienced surgeons. Timely conversion to the alternative procedure is better to prevent complications, especially during the initial learning curve.
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